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S* INETRODUCTION

Capacitance of battery calls ha been one of the sost comonly measured

battery electrode properties. Capacitance mesurmnts have been correlated
with electrode state of chsrge. 1 .2 active surface cress .,. and electrode

compoeition and uniformity,5 and have been used for performance monitoring and
electrode characterisation.", 7 Numesrous techniques have been used for such

masurments. all of thin Involving application of either a controlled voltage

or a controlled current to the battery cell I& such a way that the cell cur-

rest or voltage response permits capacitance to be determined. Battery cells

typically hove extremely large capacitance. so applying controlled currents is

generally more convenient end accurate then applying controlled voltage.

The application techniques most commonly used are (1) slnusoidally

varying currents and (2) step chage In the current. The first gives a

sinusoidal voltage response that lags the current by a phase shift; the phase

shift and amplitude of the voltage response yield the capacitance. The latter

technique Induces an exponential voltage change; capacitance Is calculated

f rom the Initial slope of the chage

This report describes a microprocessor-based Instrument that allows the

capacitance to be coot inucu-sly monitored with a high degree of accuracy. The

Instrument Is particularly versatile because It can cycle the battery; measure

Its Impedance; and monitor or plot voltage, current, or capacitance during

battery operation. The microprocessor's flexibility makes It possible to

assemble the Ins trument from only the microprocessor and a programable power

supply.
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UX. P aIcIPLIS OF OPRIUMON

Battery calls are normally charged and discharged at a constant cur-

rent. Considering that the current Is to be controlled by the microproceesor

program, selected a capecitance-easurment technique consLsting of apply-

ing a step cheae to the battery current as being most suitable for automtic,

couputer-cotrolled operation. ihe a current stop is applied to a battery

call [which my be regarded as an equivalent parallel resistance-capacitance

(RC) circuit], the resulting exponeutial cell voltage change can be used to

calculate the capacitance, by the following equation:

C " A( 1

where AI is the current step and (dV/dt) 0 is the initial slope of the

expoentlal voltage response. for the capacitance calculated by Eq. (1) to

correspond to a true battery capacitance, the initial slope must be con-

stant. In applying this technique (or any technique) to an electrochemical

system, the cell voltage must not be permitted to change more than about 5 mV

during the masurmnt time, because the capacitance Is generally a sensitive

function of voltage.

For the Instunment to apply Sq. (1) to a battery cell, It must know

what At to apply, and for how long to apply It, without departing from the

linear region of the exposential response. To determine these parmeters, the

instrument makes an Initial Sueas LAi, using a 5Z docrease in the charge or

discharge current. The computer monitors the voltage response* to evaluate

its amplitude A and time constant T9 then It computes &I and t based on allow-

ing V to be IOZ of A and not exceeding 3 UV, as follow:

The voltage response to a current step recorded In this fashion can, of
core, be used to determinse cell impedance as a function of frequency.
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him -i (2Alo (2)

t =T £n(l.ll) (3)

The instrument then modulates the current with Al for the Interval t with

seven pulses, witing S8 tins t between each pulse for the cell to return to a

steady state. for each pulse, the Instrument acquires 2000 voltage points

equally spaced over the Interval t, fits those points to a linear function by

mans of a least-squares routine, and determines the capacitance with Eq. (1).

The results of the first two pulse are discarded because the voltage response

may not have fully stabilized, and the calculated capacitance from the last

five pulses Is averaged to get the final cell capacitance value.

To Improve signal to noise, digital signal processing is performed on the

voltage function to reduce the noise level to about 20 to 50 uV or about I to

2Z of the total voltage change. The signal processing consisted of averaging

2N voltage readings acquired at 1-umec Intervals, where 2M Is given by the

greatest Integer less than or equal to T/0.03, i.e., N C log (T/0.03)/log 2.

in the processing algorithm, 25 may not exceed 512 and T Is the total elapsed

time in seconds since the beginning of the transient. The mina time

between data points Is I meec; however, by elimvinating the real-time digital

signal processing, the resolution could be Increased to 50 to 100 usec.

A diagram of the capacltance-measuring Instrument Is given In Fig. 1.

All the Instrumentation can be built Into the microprocessor input/output;

however, Increased noise Iaunity Is achieved if the three signal-processing

amplifiers are located as close as possible to the cell. The instrument can

plot capacitance versus time and capacitance versus voltage functions on an

X-Y recorder, as well as store the data on disk for later examination or

processing.
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Fig. I. Diagram of instrumentation. All Instrumentation within dashed
portion can be made part of computer assembly.
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III. EVALUATION OF INSTNiNENT PIUFOL40CE

Instrment performance was evaluated by means of a dummy cell consisting

of the parallel combination of a variable resistor and a 0.02-F electrolytic

capacitor with a 10% tolerance. The capacitance was measured as a function of

t/h for several values of AZ and for several values of the voltage across the

capacitor. The measured capacitance should be Independent of &I as long as

the AV Induced by Al to small, but may show a slight dependence on the voltage

across the capacitor. The accuracy of the capacitance measurement Is expected

to be best at the smallest values of t/T. The results of those masurments

are given in Figs. 2 and 3.

The small dependence on Al in Fig. 2 is probably the result of voltage

changes Induced by AX at 0.5 mA. It is difficult to check the accuracy of the

result# because they appear to be significantly better than any standard

available In our laboratory. At low values of t/T, the measurement accuracy

should approach the precision, which is about *0.052 and Is essentially

determined by the signal-to-noise ratio for monitoring the voltage date as a

function of time. From the data In Fig. 3, the capacitor In the domW cell

appears to have a capacitance of 19,740 * 20 uF at 0 volts and 20,010 * 20 p7

at I volt. The data also enable the percent error to be determined as a

function of t/T, as indicated in Fig. 4. Also plotted In Fig. 4 is the

theoretical error based on the deviation of an exponential response from

linearity as a function of t/. At t/T - 0.05 the accuracy is about 2Z, which

Is adequate for most measurements. Better accuracy may be obtained by

correct- .r such deviations. Precision Is determined by signal to noise

and rem at about O.O5 In the measurements reported here, and Is

independent of t/r. The difference betveen the experimental and theoretical

errors In Fig. 4 is likely to be due to Internal capacitor leakage, which

causes appreciable deviation from an exponential response for the relatively

long time constants used In the experiments in figs. 2 through 4.
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The nickel and cadmium electrodes i the NICd cell my not exhibit expo-

nential voltage responses over their normal operating range in batteries, but

my Instead exhibit voltage responses governed by diffusional me@ transport

in the electrodes or electrolytes, which Initially follow a square root of

tim dependence end for which 2q. (1) does not apply. For this reason the

capacitacme of the Ni electrode only was determined by measuring the voltage

response of the I electrode relative to a urcury-wrcurtc oxide (8-WgO)

reference electrode rather than the Cd electrode. Furthermore, the meaeute-

mte had to be ade for a 9i electrode that me nearly discharged, because

only at low states of chare does the I electrode behave as a parallel IC-

equivalent circuit and diffusion process*e do not govern the current-wrous-

voltage (1-4) behavior. Figure 5 Indicates that a typical transient voltage

response does indeed closely follow an exponential tim dependence. The
tnestrumet will provide capacitance values um noexponetLil transient

behavior to observed; however, the capacitances thus obtained will depend oan

both the Al and t value selected by the instment, and the capacitance will

not correlate with an tC-equivelent circuit.

15
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IV. CoCLUSIONS

The Iastrument permits the capacitance of battery electrodes to be auto-

nrtically measured as a function of state of charge or voltage, as indicated

in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, for discharge of residual capacity from the

nickel electrode. The sharp decrease in capacitance in Fig. 6 occurs at a

state of charge where the nickel electrode voltage drops to a voltage plateau

at about 0 volts versus 1-RgO. Figure 7 Indicates the Kott-Schottky

dependence of capacitance on voltage in the lower voltage plateau region.

Capacitance measurements for a NiCd or 9i82 cell at low states of charge

should produce similar results as long as the cells are positive limited.

Taking together its capabilities for automatically cycling and for mea-

suring the impedance of cells and electrodes, the instrsuent described here

can fully characterize the electrical properties of an electrolytic cell.

t
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